Introduction
Wind profiling radar, also referred to as "radar wind profiler", "wind profiler", and "clear-air Doppler radar", is used to measure height profiles of vertical and horizontal winds in the troposphere. It receives signals scattered by radio refractive index irregularities (clear-air echo) and measures the Doppler shift of the scattered signals (Gage, 1990) . Wind profiling radar measures wind velocities by steering its beam directions or using spaced receiving antennas (e.g., Larsen & Röttger 1989; May, 1990) . The two methods are referred to as the Doppler beam swinging (DBS) technique and spaced antenna (SA) technique, respectively. Owing to its capability to measure wind velocities in the clear air with high height and time resolutions (typically a hundred to several hundreds of meters and less than several minutes, respectively), it is used for atmospheric research such as radio wave scattering, gravity waves, turbulence, temperature and humidity profiling, precipitation system, and stratosphere-troposphere exchange (STE) processes (Fukao, 2007; Hocking, 2011) . Wind profiling radar is also utilized for monitoring w i n d v a r i a t i o n s r o u t i n e l y . I n USA and Japan, a nationwide ultrahigh frequency (UHF) wind-profiling radar network is operated in order to provide upper-air wind data to numerical weather prediction (Ishihara et al., 2006; Stanley et al., 2004) . In Europe, Cost Wind Initiative for a Network Demonstration in Europe (CWINDE), now renamed as the Co-Ordinated Wind Profiler Network in Europe, is also operated (Met Office, 2011) .
For wind profiling radars, frequency range of 30-3000 MHz (i.e., very high frequency (VHF) and UHF bands) is generally used because the energy spectrum of atmospheric turbulence falls off rapidly with decreasing eddy size in the inertia subrange, and radar radio waves are scattered only from turbulent eddies at the Bragg scale (i.e., half the radar wavelength). For measurements from the ground to several thousand meters, UHF wind profiling radars are widely used because their small antenna size enables their easy installation and their quick switching time from transmission to reception is necessary for measurements near the ground. Such UHF wind profiling radars are referred to as the boundary layer radars. Because the minimum size of turbulent eddies increases exponentially with increasing altitude (e.g., Hocking, 1985) , frequencies near 50 MHz are used for clear-air radars which measure the mesosphere, stratosphere and troposphere (MST radars) and those which measure the stratosphere and troposphere (ST radars). In the chapter, measurement results of VHF and UHF radars are presented. 
Imaging techniques to enhance radar resolutions
Though development of the radar interferometry techniques have decades of history, CRI and RIM, which have been intensively developed for the last decade, are presented www.intechopen.com New Observations by Wind Profiling Radars 249 in section 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. The readers are recommended to refer Hocking (2011) for the thorough development history of the radar interferometry techniques. Further applications aiming at advanced probing of the atmosphere are presented in section 2.3.
2.1 Angular resolution enhancement using spaced receivers 2.1.1 Signal processing Fig. 1 . shows a conceptual drawing of CRI. In CRI, signals from the spaced receivers are synthesized with appropriate weights in order to steer the radar beam in certain directions with improved angular resolution. For CRI, the Capon method (Capon, 1969) is widely used because it satisfies both high angular resolution and simple calculation. Hereafter signal processing of CRI using the Capon method is described. The Capon method is described as the problem of finding optimal weights. The optimal weights used in order to calculate the weighted sum of signals which are received by the spaced receivers. s denotes a set of signals associated with the N spaced receivers at an arbitrary range gate and expressed by T 12 () ( () , () , . . . , () )
where t is the sampled time and T is the transpose operator. w denotes a set of weights for summation and is expressed by
The optimal weight vector is given by a solution that minimizes the resulting average power B . B is expressed by
where H represents the Hermitian operator (conjugate transpose) and R is a covariance matrix given by 11 22 1
ij R is a covariance between i s and j s . The length of time used for calculating R should be determined by considering the accuracy of covariance value and the time resolution. w is constrained by the condition of constant gain to waves coming from the target volume, and the constraint is given by 
Using Equations (1) and (7), scalar output of the filter () y t is given by
By calculating the Doppler spectrum of () y t , brightness C B (i.e., power density), radial Doppler velocity, and spectral width are able to be computed with improved angular resolution. C B is able to be obtained without calculating C w and given by
When the brightness at arbitrary Doppler velocity needs to be calculated, R is replaced by the cross-spectral matrix of the N receiver signals. Palmer et al. (1998) showed a clear difference in angular distribution of brightness between positive and negative Doppler velocities (see their Plate 2). Brightness at the arbitrary Doppler velocity of received data is also able to be calculated by applying band-pass filtering to s .
In the Fourier-based method, in which all the signals from receivers were synthesized with equal weight, a weight vector F () wk which steers the beam in the direction k is given by 
Scalar output of the filter is calculated by replacing C () wk in Equation (8) with F () wk .
Other methods are able to be used for CRI. Details of multiple signal classification (MUSIC) method and maximum entropy method (MEM) are explained by Hélal et al. (2001) and Yu et al. (2000) , respectively. For more general review of CRI, see Woodman (1997) .
There are factors that affect the performance of CRI. Using numerical simulation, effects of receiver noise and turbulence distribution were evaluated by Yu et al. (2000) and Cheong et al. (2004) . Further, Yu et al. (2000) evaluated relation between CRI performance and receiver arrangement. Effects of uncertainty of receiver gain and phase were evaluated for the case of turbulent Eddy Profiler (TEP), which was developed by the University of Massachusetts in order to carry out CRI measurement in the boundary layer (Mead et al. 1998) . Fig. 2 . Brightness distributions within ±4° from the center of beam direction at the altitudes from 1.4 km to 9.8 km (Palmer et al., 1998) . Red color corresponds to highest brightness. Images on the left and right of each pair were obtained with the Fourier-based method and the Capon method, respectively.
Measurement results
An example of high-angle-resolution measurement using CRI is presented. Fig. 2 shows brightness distributions within ±4° from the center of beam direction measured by the Middle and Upper Atmosphere radar (MU radar). MU radar is a MST radar installed at Shigaraki MU Observatory, Japan (34. 85°N, 136.10°E; Fukao et al., 1990) . CRI successfully produces fine-scale angular distributions of backscattered clear-air echo power within the two-way half-power full beam width of 2.5°. Such high angular resolution cannot be attained without CRI. It is noted that the Capon method exhibits better resolution than the Fourier-based method. Using data collected by a VHF radar installed at Tourris, France (43.08°N, 6.01°E), Hélal et al. (2001) showed a fine-scale angular distribution of backscattered clear-air echo power using the Capon and MUSIC methods. Chau and Woodman (2001) also showed the angular distribution using the Fourier-based method, Capon method, MEM, and the fitting technique. Using the characteristic that raindrop fall velocity is much greater than vertical wind velocity, Palmer et al (2005) demonstrated that fine-scale angular distributions of backscattered power from clear air and that from raindrops are able to be obtained separately. From a CRI measurement by TEP, Pollard et al. (2000) demonstrated that horizontal distribution of refractive index structure function is able to be measured. (Nishimura et al., 2010) . Colors show the backscattered power in an arbitrary unit.
CRI is also able to be used for clutter mitigation. Fig. 3 is an example of clutter mitigation. Measurement data were collected by the receiving antenna array of the Equatorial Atmosphere Radar (EAR), which were temporally installed for multistatic radar observations. The EAR is installed at West Sumatra, Indonesia and is operated with a center frequency of 47-MHz and peak output power of 100 kW . Strong returns centered at 0 m s -1 in Fig. 3a are signals returned from the ground (i.e., ground clutter), and have to be removed in order to estimate spectral moments correctly. By applying the clutter mitigation algorithm developed by Nishimura et al (2010) , the clutter signals are successfully removed (Fig. 3b) . Nishimura et al. (2010) attained the clutter mitigation by combining the directional-constrained minimization of power with constrained norm (DCMP-CN; see Kamio et al. (2004) for details) and an algorithm that compensates electromagnetic coupling between antennas and the ground. The compensation was carried out because the electromagnetic coupling can cause a phase error of atmospheric echoes received by antenna arrays, and the phase error can lead to degradation of desired atmospheric echoes in the output of the adaptive clutter mitigation process.
In the case shown by Nishimura et al. (2010) , each antenna element has an identical antenna gain. When a high-gain antenna is used for transmission and reception of scattering from atmospheric targets, using auxiliary antennas which are used only for receiving ground clutters is effective for clutter mitigation. In order to realize clutter mitigation using the main antenna of the MU radar and auxiliary antennas, Kamio et al. (2004) modified the DCMP-CN method. In the modified method, the weight of main antenna is kept to 1 in order to keep the main lobe pattern, and the weights of auxiliary antennas are optimized in order to minimize the received power from side lobes.
Moving biological targets like birds and insects can cause a large error of wind velocity measured by wind profiling radars (e.g., Vaughn, 1985; Wilczak et al., 1995) . Using CRI, moving clutter is able to be suppressed. From the CRI measurement using TEP, Cheong et al. (2006) succeeded in separating clear-air echoes and the biological scattering which was moving in the grating-lobe region, and demonstrated that the separation of biological scattering greatly reduced the error of wind velocity estimates. Chen et al. (2007) also applied CRI to data measured by multiple antenna profiler radar (MAPR) of National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) in order to mitigate effects of bird contamination in wind velocity estimates. Figure 4 shows a conceptual drawing of RIM. The width of range gate is determined by the sampling interval of analog-to-digital converter, and the range resolution without RIM is determined by the transmitted pulse width. In RIM, signals sampled from multiple frequencies are synthesized with appropriate weights in the subranges within a range gate. Using the synthesized signal, the first three spectral moments (brightness, Doppler velocity, and spectral width) at the subranges are estimated in order to attain range resolution improvement. Among various methods which can be used for RIM processing Palmer, et al., 1998; Smaϊni et al., 2002) , the Capon method (Capon, 1969 ) is widely used because it satisfies both high range resolution and simple calculation. Hereafter signal processing of RIM using the Capon method is described. s denotes a set of signals collected by N carrier frequencies at an arbitrary range gate and is expressed by
Range resolution enhancement using multiple frequencies

Signal processing
Frequencies are switched on a pulse-to-pulse basis in order to maximize the correlation of signals sampled by different frequencies. Using numerical simulation, Palmer et al. (1999) showed that using 3 or more frequencies are required for RIM measurements. For field measurements, four or five frequencies are used typically (e.g., Fukao et al., 2011; Yu & Brown, 2004) . The optimal weight vector is given as a solution that minimizes the resulting average power r B . r B is expressed by
where w denotes a set of weights for summation as expressed by Equation (2) and R is a covariance matrix as expressed by Equation (4). w is constrained by the condition of constant gain to waves coming from the target range, and the constraint is given by
where e is a range steering vector and given by 11 22
(, , , )
where m k denotes the wavenumber of m th frequency, I r represents the range between the target and radar, and  m is the initial phase of m th frequency.
Because  m is determined not only by the total system delay throughout the transmitter and receiver chains but also by m k , the values of  1 , … ,  N are different. Therefore the total system delay, from which the values of  1 , … ,  N are computed, needs to be known in order to determine e correctly. Chilson et al. (2004) and Palmer et al. (2001) measured the total system delay by leaking the transmitted signal back to the receiver through an ultrasonic delay line. In a practical manner, only the relative phase differences among the frequencies are necessary to correct the effects of system delay. Therefore, the correction is able to be attained by calculating the phase term of cross correlation between the two time series of received signals measured at different frequencies (Chen, 2004) . Measurement results of phase correction using the clear-air echoes are shown by Chen et al. ( , 2010 and .
The optimal weight rC w is given by 
Using Equations (11) and (15), scalar output of the filter () y t is given by
By calculating Doppler spectrum of () y t , brightness rC B (i.e., power density) and other spectral parameters are able to be computed with improved range resolution. rC B is given by
Brightness at arbitrary Doppler velocity is also able to be calculated in the same manner as described in section 2.1.1.
Because of the limited width of transmitted pulse (i.e., wave form of transmitted pulse), received signal power within the range gate has range dependency (i.e., the received signal power decreases near the edge of range gate). proposed a practical method in order to correct the range weighting, and the correction results are also presented by Chen et al. ( , 2010 and .
Recently, Le et al. (2010) proposed a technique that improves received signal power by exploiting the temporal correlation difference between the desired signal and system noise. Le et al. (2010) showed that the technique has better performance of radar echo production than RIM in the low SNR regions.
Measurement results
In order to demonstrate that RIM is useful for improving range resolution, measurement results are presented. Fig. 5 shows an example of RIM measurement. The brightness profiles were produced with 6-m range intervals by applying RIM to received signals measured with the 2-μs transmitted pulse and four transmitted frequencies (914.0, 914.33, 915.33, and 916 MHz) . The bandwidth of the RIM measurement was 2.5-MHz (2 MHz for the actual frequency spread and 0.5 MHz for the 2-μs transmitted pulse). During the experiment, the RIM measurement and single frequency measurement using the 0.5-μs transmitted pulse (i.e., corresponding to 75-m range resolution and 2-MHz bandwidth) were carried our alternatively. Although the frequency bandwidth difference between the two observation modes was as small as 500 kHz, it is clear that both the brightness produced by the Fourier 6 shows an example of Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) instability (i.e., shear instability) measured by the MU radar operated with a RIM observation mode . The measurement was carried out using the new MU radar system upgraded in 2004 . Structure of KH billows is clearly seen in the brightness around 1.5 km from 00:35 to 00:53 (Fig. 6a) . The resemblance to the evolution of KH vortices measured in the laboratory experiment (Patterson et al., 2006 ) is striking. Vertical wind velocity shows perturbations with magnitudes of 1 m s -1 or more. Because accurate high-resolution vertical wind measurement is quite difficult for instruments other than clear-air Doppler radars (e.g., Fukao, 2007; Hocking 2011) , measurements by wind profiling radars are indispensable to understand turbulence processes in the atmosphere. RIM measurements have revealed a fine structure of KH billows in the jet stream in the mid-latitudes and upper-tropospheric easterly jet in the tropical region (Mega et al., 2010) . Fukao et al (2011) carried out a statistical analysis of KH billows in order to quantify their occurrence frequency, spatial scales, energy dissipation rate, and vertical eddy diffusivity.
Advantage of range resolution enhancement using multiple frequencies
In the section, advantages of RIM over other methods are described. Radar range resolution is determined by the transmitted pulse width, and ranges typically a hundred to several hundreds of meters. However, for UHF wind profilers, a range resolution down to approximately 30 m is able be attained by transmitting shorter pulses (e.g., Wilson et al., 2005) . Although the range resolution is able to be improved by transmitting shorter pulses, it requires not only wider bandwidth but also more transmitted power in order to keep the receiver sensitivity constant. RIM also contributes to efficient usage of frequencies. Chilson et al. (2003) pointed out that for the RIM measurement shown in Fig. 5 , the spurious intensity of frequency power spectrum of transmitted pulses was smaller than the 0.4-μs transmitted pulse width which also uses 2.5-MHz bandwidth (see their Fig. 2 ). RIM is especially useful for VHF wind profiling radars because their frequency bandwidth allowed by license and that determined by antenna are limited.
©American Meteorological Society. Reprinted with permission. Fig. 5 . Time-range plot of (top) brightness produced by the Fourier-based method, (center) brightness produced by the Capon method, and (bottom) backscattered power expressed in decibels (Chilson et al., 2003) . The data was collected with the Platville 915-MHz tropospheric wind profiler. See text for details of the measurement.
Pulse compression using frequency-modulated continuous wave (FMCW) is also useful for UHF clear-air radars to improve their range resolution down to several meters or less (Eaton et al., 1995; Richter, 1969) . However, a use of the FMCW pulse compression causes deterioration in data quality by range aliasing and by range ambiguity caused by Doppler shift of scatterers. Though range resolution in RIM depends on range distribution of scatterers, signal-to-noise ratio, and signal processing method used for RIM (e.g., Palmer et al., 1999; Luce et al., 2001; Smaϊni et al., 2002) , RIM does not suffer the drawbacks of using short transmitted pulse or FMCW pulse compression.
RIM contributes to reduce amount of on-line data size and computational complexity. In the case shown in Fig. 5 , although the on-line sampling interval of the RIM measurement was 2 μs (i.e., 300-m range spacing), brightness data are able to be processed with finer (6-m) range spacing by off-line signal processing. On the other hand, on-line sampling interval in cases of short pulse transmission must be equivalent or shorter compared with the range resolution determined by transmitted pulse width. On-line sampling interval in cases of FMCW transmission also must be equivalent or shorter compared with the range resolution determined by sweep range of transmitted frequency. 
Further applications
High-resolution measurement using both spaced antennas and multiple frequencies
By using spaced receivers and multiple frequencies simultaneously, radar resolution is able to be improved both in angle and range, which leads to realize a three-dimensional (3-D) imaging. Signal processing procedures of the 3-D imaging are described by . In 2004, the MU radar was upgraded for the 3-D imaging capability with 5 frequencies across a 1 MHz bandwidth and 25 intermediate frequency (IF) digital receivers . Using the 3-D imaging with the Capon method, Hassenpflug et al. (2008) showed a 3-D structure of radar echoes associated with billows of KH instability. Chen et al. (2008) applied the 3-D imaging to data collected by the MU radar in order to investigate relations between the angular distribution of clear-air echo power and tilted refractive-index layers caused by KH instability. The 3-D imaging technique is also able to be used for clutter mitigation. Using the MU radar, Yu et al. (2010) showed that the 3-D imaging provides comparable or better performance of both echo layer reconstruction and clutter mitigation compared to RIM.
The 3-D imaging technique is able to contribute to high-range-resolution wind measurement. Yu and Brown (2004) proposed a technique named RIM-SA that calculates wind velocity using both spaced antennas and multiple frequencies. In RIM-SA, first, RIM was separately applied to signals received by each of spaced antennas in order to produce high-range-resolution received signals. Next, SA technique was applied to the received signals produced by RIM in order to calculate horizontal wind velocity with high range resolution. Using data measured by MAPR, Yu and Brown (2004) produced profiles of horizontal wind velocity with 100-m intervals from a RIM-SA measurement using 2-μs transmitted pulse and four frequencies (914.667, 915.000, 916.000, and 916.667 MHz). Yu and Brown (2004) showed that the horizontal wind produced by RIM-SA agrees well with both wind velocity measured by a radiosonde and that measured by MAPR using the 0.67-μs transmitted pulse (i.e., 100-m range resolution).
Assessment of wind velocity measurement
Because DBS has been widely used for wind profiling radars, accuracy of wind velocity measured by DBS needs to be assessed. High resolution measurements using CRI and RIM provide the opportunity to assess the accuracy of wind velocity measured by DBS.
Wind field inhomogeneity within the scanning area of radar beams is a significant factor that produces errors of wind velocity measured by DBS. Cheong et al. (2008) carried out CRI measurement using TEP in order to obtain radial Doppler velocities from 490 beam directions, and used the radial Doppler velocity data in order to estimate how the wind field inhomogeneity affects the error of wind velocity measured by DBS. Cheong et al. (2008) concluded that optimal zenith angle of off-vertical radar beams is approximately 9-10° for minimizing the root-mean square (RMS) error in wind velocity measured by DBS, and that increasing number of off-vertical radar beams significantly reduces the RMS error in wind velocity measured by DBS.
Tilted refractive-index layers caused by KH instability deteriorate the measurement accuracy of vertical wind velocity because the tilted refractive-index layers cause contamination of horizontal wind velocity to the Doppler velocity of vertically-pointed radar beam, from which vertical wind is calculated in DBS (Muschinski, 1996; Yamamoto et al., 2003) . Chen et al. (2008) applied the 3-D imaging to data collected by the MU radar in order to investigate relations between angular distribution of clear-air echo power and Doppler velocity measured by the vertically-pointed radar beam with improved range resolution. Chen et al. (2008) successfully showed the clear relation between the Doppler velocity bias measured by the vertically-pointed radar beam and the tilt of radar echo layers.
Though multistatic radar technique is not CRI, it is useful for measuring 3-D distribution of wind velocities. By installing two receiver arrays at approximately 1 km away from the westward and southward of the main antenna of the EAR, Nishimura et al. (2006) and (2010) realized the multistatic radar measurement of wind velocities. Their measurement results revealed 3-D wind perturbations down to the horizontal scale of 500 m.
High-resolution temperature measurement
Radio acoustic sounding system (RASS) is a radar remote sensing system for measuring profiles of temperature 1 with high time and height resolutions (e.g., May et al., 1990; Tsuda et al., 1989) . RASS is also able to be used for monitoring humidity profiles (e.g., Furumoto et al., 2005; Tsuda et al., 2001) . Using the MU radar, Furumoto et al. (2011) applied RIM to RASS measurement (RIM-RASS) in order to demonstrate that range resolution of temperature is improved down to approximately 60 m compared with the nominal range gate width of 150 m determined by the transmitted pulse width. Furumoto et al. (2011) pointed out that (1) sample time difference at an arbitrary range among data on different operational frequencies and (2) the Doppler shift bias due to the shape of range-gate weighting have to be corrected for RIM-RASS measurement, and developed an iteration algorithm that corrects (1) and (2). By applying CRI to temperature profiles measured by TEP with RASS, retrieved virtual temperature structure function from horizontal distribution of temperature. The study by indicates a usefulness of CRI to quantify turbulence intensity in the atmosphere. Fig. 7 . Time-altitude plot of (a) equivalent radar reflectivity factor, (b) reflectivity-weighted particle fall velocity relative to the ground, (c) reflectivity-weighted particle fall velocity relative to the air, and (d) vertical wind velocity . Equivalent radar reflectivity factor and reflectivity-weighted particle fall velocity relative to the ground were measured by a millimeter-wave radar. Vertical wind velocity was measured by the EAR. Horie et al. (2000) describe details of the millimeter-wave radar.
Multi-instrument measurements
Measurements using collocated wind profiling radar and millimeter-wave radar/lidar have been carried out in the last decade. In section 3, we focus on measurement results of vertical wind in and around clouds due to the following reasons. First, measurement of vertical wind in cloudy region with high resolution and accuracy is difficult by means other than wind profiling radars (e.g., Nishi et al., 2007) . Though wind profiling radars measure only the area right above the radars, they are suitable for measuring wind motions with high time and vertical resolutions. Second, observations aiming at clarifying generation and maintenance mechanisms of clouds are indispensable. Clouds reflect a fraction of the solar radiation that would otherwise be absorbed at the Earth's surface. On the other hand, clouds also contribute to the blocking of outgoing radiation by the atmosphere (Wallace and Hobbs, 2006) . However, the effects of clouds on the radiation budget of the earthatmosphere system are not sufficiently quantified (Stephens, 2005) . Measurements using collocated wind profiling radar and millimeter-wave radar/lidar provide an opportunity to observe dynamical and microphysical processes of clouds simultaneously.
Particle fall velocity
Fall velocity of cloud particles (hereafter particle fall velocity) is one of crucial factors that determine life time of clouds (e.g., Petch et al., 1997; Starr and Cox, 1985) , and particle fall velocity relative to the air has been modeled in order to relate particle fall velocity to the size and shape of particles [e.g., Heymsfield & Iaquinta, 2000; Mitchell 1996; Mitchell and Heymsfield, 2005] . However, because fall velocity of cloud particles relative to the ground (i.e., a sum of particle fall velocity relative to the air and vertical wind velocity) is measured by millimeter-wave radars or lidars, measurement of vertical wind velocity is required to retrieve particle fall velocity relative to the air. Fig. 7 shows a measurement example. Reflectivityweighted particle fall velocity relative to the ground, which was measured by a millimeterwave radar, showed small-scale perturbations with a time scale less than several ten minutes (Fig. 7b) . The small-scale perturbations were caused by vertical wind motions (Fig. 7d) . By subtracting vertical wind velocity from the reflectivity-weighted particle fall velocity relative to the ground, reflectivity-weighted particle fall velocity relative to the air was retrieved (Fig.  7c) . The small-scale perturbations caused by the vertical wind motions were not observed in the retrieved reflectivity-weighted particle fall velocity relative to the air. The results clearly demonstrate that vertical wind measurement by wind profiling radar is useful for measuring particle fall velocity accurately. Retrieval of particle fall velocity leads to data analysis to clarify cloud properties. Using data shown by Figs. 7a and c, Yamamoto et al. (2008) related particle fall velocity to cloud particle size. The collected data were also used to assess an algorithm that retrieves vertical wind velocity, effective diameter of cloud particles, and ice water content from millimeter-wave radar and lidar measurements (Sato et al., 2009) . Using the MU radar and an X-band Doppler weather radar (Yamamoto et al., 2011a) , Luce et al. (2010a) showed a similar retrieval result of particle fall velocity (see their Fig. 15 ). protuberances are referred to as mammatus cloud, whose generation mechanisms still remain to be discussed (Schultz et al., 2006) . Brightness showed an increase around the cloud border due to the turbulence generation by KH instability. Vertical wind velocity showed oscillations exceeding ±3 m s -1 in magnitude due to KH instability, and played a role in producing protuberances of clouds through its downward motions. Luce et al. (2010a) suggested that the reduction of static stability at the interface between the clear air and cloud provided the favorable condition for triggering KH instabilities. Using the MU radar and a lidar (Behrendt et al., 2004) , Luce et al. (2010b) also showed a correspondence between protuberances of clouds and vertical wind disturbances caused by atmospheric instability. Using the MU radar and a scanning millimeter-wave radar (Hamazu et al., 2003) , Wada et al. (2005) showed a 3-D cell structure of cirrus clouds generated by KH instability, and the cell structures have greater vertical extension in the presence of upward vertical wind. Fig. 8 . Time-altitude plot of (upper) brightness and (lower) vertical wind velocity measured by the vertical beam of the MU radar operated with the RIM measurement mode (Luce et al., 2010a) . Thick black curve shows a contour of -6 dBZ e equivalent radar reflectivity factor measured by a millimeter-wave radar. Numbers 1-6 shown in the upper panel indicate protuberances of clouds. Yamamoto et al. (2011b) describe details of the millimeter-wave radar. Fig. 9 shows a measurement result around the cloud top. In the upper part of clouds, an increase of spectral width up to 0.5-0.7 m s -1 , which indicates the presence of small-scale turbulence triggered by convective instabilities, is observed (Fig. 9c) . Further, in the top part of clouds (0-500 m below the cloud tops), downward wind up to 0.2-0.3 m s -1 , which was caused by radiative cooling, was observed. For further discussion on the generation mechanism of turbulence, see Yamamoto et al. (2009a) . From a case study using data measured by the MU radar and Raman/Mie lidar, Yamamoto et al. (2009b) showed a clear relation between the cloud-top altitude of mid-latitude cirrus and the bottom altitude of subtropical jet with high time and altitude resolutions (12 min and 150 m, respectively). Fig. 9 . Time-altitude plots of (a) backscattered power measured by a 532-nm Mie lidar, and (b) vertical wind velocity and (c) spectral width measured by the vertical beam of the EAR (Yamamoto et al., 2009a) . Thick black curves in each panel indicate cloud boundaries estimated by the lidar backscattered power.
Turbulence measurements in and around clouds
Other measurements
Measurements using wind profiling radars and other instruments are not limited to cloud researches. Measurement results of stratosphere-troposphere exchange (STE) processes have been reported in the last decade. Using observation network of wind profiling radar and lidar, Bertin et al. (2001) showed details of turbulent generation above and below the jet axis associated with a tropopause folding in the middle latitude. Using measurement data collected by the MU radar and ozonesonde, Gavrilov et al. (2006) compared distribution of turbulent diffusivity with vertical ozone flux. It is well known that clear-air echo power showed a vertical increase around the tropopause due to the increase of static stability or turbulence intensity (see section 14 of Hocking, 2011) . Using data collected by the intensive observation of wind profiling radars and ozonesonde at Canada, Hocking et al. (2007) showed that stratospheric ozone has impacts on tropospheric ozone by its downward transportation to the ground, and demonstrated that tropopause altitude determined by wind profiling radar with high time resolution can be used to infer the possibility of ozone intrusions, as well as to represent tropopause motions in association with stratospheretroposphere transport. Using the EAR and radiosondes, Fujiwara et al. (2003) showed the turbulence generation around the tropical tropopause caused by the Kelvin wave breaking.
Using results of RIM measurement by the MU radar and water vapor measurement by the Raman lidar (Behrendt, et al., 2004) , Luce et al. (2010c) demonstrated that vertical gradient of humidity causes enhancement of backscattered intensity of radar echo by generating refractive index irregularities at the Bragg scale. Further coordinated observations would lead to clarify the radio scattering and propagation mechanisms in the clear air.
Conclusion
In the Chapter, new observations by wind profiling radars in the last decade were reviewed. In section 2, the signal processing and measurement results of radar interferometry techniques (CRI and RIM) were described. Resolution enhancements attained by CRI and RIM will be useful not only for scientific researches aiming at clarifying atmospheric processes but also practical radar utilization through improvement in data quality (i.e., clutter mitigation) and early detection of turbulence associated with storm or wind shear. Further assessments aiming at quantifying their usefulness under various weather conditions are desirable.
In section 3, it was demonstrated that multi-instrument measurement using wind profiling radar and millimeter-wave radar/lidar is useful to clarify phenomena related to cloud processes. In order to clarify interactions among dynamics, cloud physics, and radiation, simultaneous remote sensing and in-situ measurements are highly desirable. In-situ measurements of cloud particles, temperature, humidity, and radiation using balloons and/or aircrafts will contribute to quantify phenomena measured by wind profiling radar, millimeter-wave radar, and lidar. Numerical simulation is also important to assess the interactions. The author hopes that efforts to realize further coordinated studies are executed continuously.
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